Rite-Hite® Dock Shelter Lineup
Rite-Hite loading dock shelters provide a wiper seal against trailer top and sides for high sealing efficiency. Dock shelter models vary primarily on their levels of impactability (ability to withstand
hits from off-center trailers) and their degree of sealing efficiency. All shelters are available in a variety of fabrics, including our exclusive Durathon™ high-strength, friction resistant fabric.

Survivor™

GapMaster™

Eclipse®

High durability shelter for occasional impact situations.
No competitive equal.

Soft-sided shelter with high sealing efficiency.

Most durable shelter with highest sealing efficiency.
No competitive equal.

»» Impactable frame construction (high molecular weight
polyethylene structure) resists damage from trailer contact*
»» Standard V-Flow™ fabric header diverts water off top*
»» Steel support bumpers not required, saving on installation
and repair/replacement costs*
»» Durathon™ friction-resistant fabric available*
»» 12-month parts and labor warranty
»» 12-month satisfaction guarantee*

WG-410
Non-impactable design primarily used
in new construction.
»» Wood/fiberglass frame construction
»» Flexible fiberglass stays in curtains
resist breakage and have rounded,
capped ends to protect against
curtain wear and poke-through*
»» Requires steel support bumpers
(included)
»» 12-month warranty; 12-month
satisfaction guarantee*
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»» Impactable foam side frames reinforced with high molecular
weight polyethylene (HMWPE) layer for high impactability*
»» Pivoting canopy header includes integral rain gutter*
»» Side curtains feature fabric-wrapped*, gap sealing hooks
»» Slim, HMWPE hooks resist damage; attached with Velcro for
easy removal or replacement
»» 11'2" (3404 mm) footprint on wall, even at large projections.*
»» Removable side curtains allow maintenance flexibility*
»» 12-month warranty; 12-month satisfaction guarantee*
»» “No hook” version available (Eliminator™)

ComboShelter™
For docks with mix of trailer traffic
that includes liftgates; or drive-thru
applications.
Same features as GapMaster except:
»» Side curtains do not include hooks
»» All curtains reinforced with second
layer of fabric on back side to protect
against damage and wear from trailer
over penetration and curtain backlash*

»» Impactable foam side frames reinforced with high molecular
weight polyethylene (HMWPE) layer to protect foam from
damage from trailer impact*
»» Heavily weighted head curtain creates high-pressure seal
across full width of trailer, blocking gaps along trailer top*
»» Eliminates the need for supplemental rain-diversion seal*
»» 15" (381 mm) trailer coverage range seals tall and short
trailers with no pull-ropes or manual adjustment required*
»» Fabric corner pockets block gaps at trailer corners*
»» HMWPE Impact Plates protect header and seal*
»» Side curtains feature GapMaster sealing hooks, sleeved in
conforming vinyl fabric wrap for better seal*
»» Hooks are removable and easy to replace
»» Compact 11'2" (3404 mm) footprint on wall, even at large
projections. Fits into tight spaces; saves cost of moving
lights, signs, etc.*
»» Durathon high-strength, friction-resistant side curtains resist
damage and wear*
»» Standard PitMaster™ leveler sealing system provides sealing
protection beneath and around dock leveler*
»» 12-month warranty, 36-month satisfaction guarantee*
*Features exclusive to Rite-Hite.

Rite-Hite® Dock Shelter Lineup
Rite-Hite Dock Shelter Features
WG-410

Survivor™

Eliminator™

ComboShelter™

GapMaster™

ECLIPSE®

✔

✔

Trailer door hinge gaps sealed
Weighted, high pressure header for tightest seal across trailer
top; eliminates need for additional rain header

✔

Sealing pockets eliminate gaps at trailer top corners

✔

Includes pivoting fabric canopy header; resists damage from
trailers coming in off center and higher than expected

✔
✔

Traditional fabric head curtain

(C4)

✔

✔

(C4)

Integral rain gutter in header
Firefighter™ heat-dissipation protection in header**

✔

Impactable side frames
Foam side frames include protective HMWPE layer beneath
fabric layer for durability under repeated impact

✔

Compact footprint on wall

11'3" (3429 mm)

Money-back satisfaction guarantee
PitMaster™ dock leveler and pit sealing system

✔

✔

✔

(Adjustable)

(C4)

(C4)

✔

✔

✔

Available

Available

Available

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

11'2" (3404 mm)

✔

11'2" (3404 mm)

11'2" (3404 mm)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Inside surfaces of side and head curtains reinforced to
prevent wear from curtain backlash

12-month parts and labor warranty

✔

11'2" (3404 mm)

Removable, velcro-attached side curtains

Durathon™ high-strength, friction-resistant curtain fabric*

✔

✔

✔
Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

12-mo.

12-mo.

36-mo. w/ Durathon

36-mo. w/ Durathon

36-mo. w/ Durathon

36-mo. w/ Durathon

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

✔

* Durathon is a proprietary, high-strength, friction-resistant fabric with a textured surface for increased abrasion resistance compared to standard fabrics
** Guaranteed not to burn from heat of trailer marker lights
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Rite-Hite®, Eclipse®, Survivor™, Eliminator™, ComboShelter™, GapMaster™, Durathon™, PitMaster™, and V-Flow™ are
trademarks of Rite-Hite Holding Corporation. Rite-Hite products are covered by one or more U.S. patents with
other U.S. and foreign patents pending. The information herein is provided as a general reference only regarding the
use of the applicable products. The specifications stated here are subject to change.
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